
Office swivel chair 

for agile working

se:motion
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Made 
in 
Germany

Who we are and what we do
A B O U T  S E D U S

With our solutions,  
we support people  
in expressing their  
genius at work.

Sedus Stoll AG was founded in 1871 and is one of the 
leading European manufacturers of office solutions. 
The product range includes seating furniture, such as 
swivel and visitor chairs, as well as office, conference 
and contract furniture – all “Made in Germany.” 

The company headquarters is located in Dogern 
on the High Rhine in southern Germany. Another 
production site is in Geseke, North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Sedus is a company with a long tradition and more 
than 150 years of company history that has repeatedly 
set standards – in terms of ergonomics, manufacturing 
processes and sustainability. As a synonym for inno-
vation, technology and aesthetics, Sedus constantly 
enriches the “office world” with new product ideas 
and contemporary concepts. Sedus puts a strong 
focus on current trends and changes in the world 
of work. New organisational structures and forms 
of work require flexible, aesthetic furnishings and 
custom-made solutions that enhance collaboration, 
communication and movement. We place a particular 
emphasis on ensuring the health and well-being of all 
who use our furniture.

For further information, go to www.sedus.com
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+84%

2018 SPECIAL MENTION

Why se:motion
O F F I C E  S W I V E L  C H A I R  F O R  A G I L E  W O R K I N G

Ergonomic  
without any need 
for adjustment
due to innovative  
“Kinetic Swing” mechanism

Multifunction
armrests
provide relief for neck 
and shoulders

Working in a 
co-working space 

increases 
motivation 

up to 84%*

One family concept – 
one design language: 

Perfect support 
in every position

Practical
changeable upholstery

for backrest and seat in various colours
create an individual look

se:motion awards

*Source: Sedus INSIGHTS N° 6

se:motion netse:motion
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From focused individual work to team work
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Teamwork needs
freedom of movement

s e : m o t i o n

There is just one thing more important than the idea itself: the team who 
turns it into a reality. The key to success lies in productive cooperation – but 
how can this be promoted? For example, by creating a working environment in 
which employees can reach their full potential.

This also requires agile swivel chairs which encourage movement and  
a slim design which facilitates close exchange – even when seated. The  
ability to spontaneously roll over to colleagues simplifies collaboration. 

For agile workspace concepts:

the slim and lightweight swivel chair 

encourages communication and cooperation
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Keep it simple
D E S I G N  A N D  V E R S I O N S

Whether in black or pale grey, se:motion exudes a sense of dynamic levity. However, the style 
is far more than a mere design statement. The perforated backrest not only sets visual accents, 
but also ensures elasticity and maximum sitting comfort. The same goes for the ideally posi-
tioned lumbar curve and the ergonomically designed seat pan with slim edges – the impressive 
looking design ensures both a good posture and mobility.

The flowing form of the seat rocker, 

which combines the backrest and seat 

area, makes se:motion a truly agile 

companion

Model in pale grey Model in black

Without the armrests,  
the swivel chair offers even 
more freedom of movement
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<90° 90° >90°

Minimal design,
maximum mobility

E R G O N O M I C S  A N D  F U N C T I O N

 
Ergonomic seat 
(optional seat upholstery)

Backrest
(optional backrest upholstery)

Lumbar support (optional)

The harmonious design and the generous opening angle of 23 degrees enable relaxed 
sitting, an upright posture and concentrated working. The seat adapts to the movements 
associated with the specific work situation and even supports users when leaning up to 
5 degrees forwards.

Height adjustment

Backrest 
locking

Opening angle: 23° 
(locking possible)

2 armrest versions
• Fixed armrests
• Multifunction armrests

Making mobility simple – in 
all work situations.

Sedus patented “Kinetic Swing” mechanism
se:motion has an automatic weight adjustment without the need of any additional  
tedious adjustments required: The higher the user’s weight, the greater the resistance 
when leaning against the backrest.
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1 2 3

4 5 6

7

1.  Thanks to the innovative geometry of the seat rocker,  
se:motion adapts automatically to each user

2.  The ergonomically designed seat pan with an elastic edge  
promotes healthy, active sitting

3.  The plastic backrest with its innovative grid design creates  
a dynamic impression and, at the same time, ensures  
pleasant air circulation

4.  The slimline armrest design dovetails seamlessly into the 
dynamic overall look and facilitates cooperation when seated

5.  The armrest frames are positioned far back so as not to 
inhibit movement 

6.   The optional lumbar support strengthens the lower back 
and ensures ergonomic sitting

7.  se:motion can also be configured as a counter version  
upon request
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It’s the details which  
ensure a great design

F O R M  A N D  F U N C T I O N

The structure of se:motion has resulted in a flowing, minimalist design. At the same time,  
the intelligent details, which are all-important for agile working, are guaranteed to impress.  
A good posture and comfort are ensured in every sitting position and with every movement.

From the very start of its development, customer benefits were 
just as important as the eco balance; thanks to a special plastic 
compound that is particularly easy to recycle as well as practical 
changeable upholstery for the backrest and seat which can be 
easily cleaned or replaced if soiled. The result is not just maxi-
mum flexibility – but also a great feeling.

The multifunctional armrests 

are height-adjustable, including 

sliding pad with floating effect   

(can be moved forwards and 

backwards without locking and 

can be rotated inwards  

and outwards)
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Game changer
M A T E R I A L S  A N D  C O L O U R S

Changes to corporate identity or the company are not a problem 
with se:motion, even after procurement. This is made possible by the 
unique changeable upholstery for the seat and backrest

Backrest upholstery

Seat upholstery

Model

Base

Create a whole new look in minutes with changeable upholstery
se:motion can be given a facelift without the need for tools and  
the sitting comfort can be increased even further. The changeable 
upholstery can be easily cleaned or replaced if soiled. 

Seat and backrest upholstery (optional)

The optional seat and backrest upholstery can be configured 

independently of each other and can be selected from the 

complete Sedus fabric collection

Model colour

Pale grey Black
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I N S P I R A T I O N  A N D  P L A N N I N G

Beautifully combined

structured, technical, functional, light,
reduced, calm

comfortable, respectable, elegant, urban,  
intense, timeless

A harmonious environment contributes significantly to well-being and productivity.
Thoughtfully designed furnishings, pleasant material and surface combinations 
as well as the choice of colour accents optimally complement the overall appearance.  
The four colour schemes Smart Balance, Urban Living, Soft Being and Multi Creation  
can be used to design working environments and suitable se:motion settings.

Smart Balance Urban Living

gentle, calm, balanced, natural, 
inviting, regenerative

motivating, inspiring, creative,
dynamic, active, open, free

Soft Being Multi Creation

The colour scheme

corresponds to Sedus

Multi Creation
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On site worldwide
S E D U S  C O N T A C T  D E T A I L S

Would you like to learn, read and see more about Sedus? 
Visit us on our social media channels!

Subsidiaries and sales partners
Headquarters in Dogern, Germany

• Austria: Vienna
• Belgium: Erembodegem-Aalst
• France: Paris
•  Germany: Berlin, Dogern, Geseke, 

Hamburg, Munich, Rhine-Main
• Italy: Cadorago
• Netherlands: Zoetermeer
• Spain: Madrid
• Switzerland: Rickenbach
• United Arab Emirates: Dubai
• United Kingdom: London

Visit us in one of our showrooms/hubs



www.sedus.com
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is a swivel chair for agile working which  
impresses with its simple and unique structure. 
It follows the user’s natural movement, 
providing comfort and simplicity of use.

S‡dus Design Team


